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Inject some British hygge into your home and make it a place you will love spending time in.

Creating a comfortable, secure and warm home environment is what the Danish would call adding some hygge. By investing in the latest product designs from Everest, such as the new Flush Casement windows, you can give your home the style and quality it deserves.

For maximum security, Everest has everything covered, with GrabLock, the revolutionary new window locking mechanism and Secured by Design accreditation, the official police security initiative.

Grablack is formed of a sleek rotating cylinder that literally ‘grabs’ the specially designed keep on the window frame.

Plus add our A++ rated triple glazing for optimum warmth and new acoustic glass to reduce noise to help you get a quiet night’s sleep.
Whether you choose uPVC, aluminium or timber, your Everest windows can be designed to perfectly complement the style of your home.

Our windows are apertures to the outside world. Ensuring you fit the best is essential in achieving a heat efficient, safe and secure home that not only looks good, inside and out, but also maintains a property’s value. Choose from traditional timber casement, modern super-slim aluminium or maintenance free uPVC. And with technological advancements such as special acoustic glass to help reduce noise and triple glazing for thermal efficiency, it means you can create a space that is comfortable without compromising on character and in a decorative style that’s right for your home.
What’s not to love about windows that look a million dollars and are maintenance-free? An Everest uPVC casement window allows for just this, with a choice of three styles to complement any architectural style of home or indeed your own personal taste.

For elegant styling choose this sculptured, decorative window design.

Traditional chamfered design – a timeless classic.

So whether you opt for the traditional chamfered, the elegant decorative or the flush, clean lined casement detailing, you can be sure that your new windows will not only look super smart now but well into the future too.

You will get a contemporary design with the modern flush slim-line window.
Create a look that is custom made

There’s no better way to improve the aesthetics of your home than with a new set of windows.

Opt for ones made from uPVC and you can enjoy a maintenance-free future too.

With Everest’s Essentials, Exclusives Casement and Tilt & Turn windows there is a wide choice of options, including double and triple glazing, GrabLock and multipoint locking mechanisms. Not forgetting a range of stylish handles, elegant Georgian bars and a palette of colours allowing you to design your windows to suit your home.
Getting a good night’s sleep is vital to our physical and emotional well-being. There can be nothing worse than unwanted noise drifting into your home and disturbing your slumber. At Everest, we have a new range of Acoustic Double and Triple Glazed windows that will help to keep that unwanted noise outside, where it belongs, so you can enjoy a restful night’s sleep.

Sweet dreams with our new Acoustic windows
A premium product you can be proud of

It’s the attention to detail that really makes an Everest window stand out from the crowd. Choose the Exclusives Premium range and you can give your home all the little bells and whistles it deserves.

From the traditional chamfered frame design to the new flush casement style, they all boast Everest’s Smoothweld technology that gives an almost invisible corner joint, clean seamless lines and a fine flawless finish. And with an extensive range of woodgrain options and sophisticated colours available, including the new Grey Cedar and Smooth Anthracite for a ‘flatter’ finish, you can make your windows look as traditional or as contemporary as you like.
Aluminium is so versatile that it can be used to design windows that look good in any home, from the traditional to the ultra modern. Make a statement with aluminium and enjoy the best of modern technological developments combined with the utmost in style. The super slender frame allows space for more glass to be used, which in turn means more daylight and a lighter and brighter home. It’s also guaranteed to keep looking good for up to 25 years.

Everything is tested to the latest standards and credited by the Official Police Security Initiative, Secured by Design, so they’re superbly practical too.

And with a range of ultra chic dark colours such as Black, Battleship Grey and Charcoal, you can embrace the trend for steel windows and add bags of designer style to your home, whether it is period or modern, town or country.
It’s hard not to love the beauty of natural wood. After all, it has been the traditional choice of material for windows for centuries. Which is why our exclusive Amdega Collection combines handcrafted carpentry, with modern technological methods to create bespoke wooden windows that will last.

Engineered from sustainable FSC-certified timber, each frame is guaranteed from rot and fungus for 30 years and fitted with energy efficient glazing, to provide plenty of hygge potential. All you have to do is decide on the finish. Whether it’s a wood stain or a classic paint shade, an Amdega Collection timber casement window from Everest will enhance your home in every way.

Combine the charm of natural timber with quality craftsmanship for a look you will love
Adding style to a period home doesn’t have to be a drama with modern day uPVC

Improving your property so that it suits your needs and makes for a more comfortable home life, is at the very heart of British hygge. For some this means a window that embraces all the charm of its period counterpart but is maintenance free.

If you love the look of a classic sliding sash window but want to rid your home of the associated rattles and draughts, then an Everest uPVC modern alternative is ideal. Each window is designed to look good and perform well with traditional style detailing and A-rated glass, and guaranteed never to flake or peel.
Invest in the classic timber sash and give your period home the treatment it deserves

Timber sash windows from the Amdega Collection exclusive to Everest, are precision engineered to exacting modern standards. They are guaranteed to add authentic elegance and style to your period home in an instant, whilst getting rid of those annoying draughts and rattles in the process.

The Everest Amdega Collection sliding sash windows, work in exactly the same way as the originals you are replacing, but are designed to ensure a smooth gliding fit with maximum heat and noise efficiency and built in future-proof security. What’s not to love!

Add elegant, period styling with the Amdega Collection Timber sash windows, available in a range of wood stain and painted finishes.
Very old historic dwellings and listed properties often come with original windows that are full of character and in materials that would make them difficult to replace with modern alternatives.

If your home has windows that you would rather retain but don’t provide full protection from the outside elements, then secondary glazing is the ideal solution.

Solve the problem of draughty windows in old houses with Everest secondary glazing

Everest Secondary Glazing is designed to be as visually unobtrusive as possible, to seamlessly blend in with any existing architectural detailing whilst still significantly reducing outside noise, breezes and rattles.

The clever locking system also means it will keep unwanted intruders out, meaning you can feel comfortable and cozy indoors without compromising on character one bit.
The front door is as much a portal into our personalities as it is into our living spaces and at Everest we have a wide range of entrance doors to suit all styles and homes available in a variety of materials such as uPVC, composite, natural timber and aluminium.

All our doors are made in the UK and are expertly designed to keep draughts out and the heat in. With that all-important Secured by Design accreditation and the option of SmartLock, the new keyless lock, they will keep unwelcome intruders out too.

Our composite entrance doors have the look and feel of timber but without the maintenance. Choose from the Essentials and Exclusive composite door range to give your home the style it deserves.

Give your home great Kerb-appeal and make a grand entrance with an Everest door.
Give your home the look of timber without the maintenance with Everest’s Essentials and Exclusive Composite doors.
First impressions count, so create a look that has cover star status

There’s no better way of making a design statement than giving your home the kind of makeover that would be worthy of a feature in a glossy magazine.

With a door from the brand new Exclusive Composite range you will create a great first impression and make your home stand out from the crowd, and with Secured by Design accreditation you know your home will be extra secure too.

Choose from 24 designs, that include classic Georgian, cottage stable door, Art Deco inspired and ultra contemporary designs, all available in a palette of 16 stylish colours for you to custom design your door to suit.
The new Exclusives Composite range of designs opens the door to a world of style

Everest’s Exclusive Composite doors are made to exacting standards for a perfect look and fit. Each door boasts a robust 70mm thickness for extra strength and security, double rebating and weatherproof seals as standard, and with triple glazing and A+ rating, it means they excel in thermal efficiency.

What’s more, each door is made from start to finish in the UK, so not only does it boast British craftsmanship but it has a lovely low carbon footprint too.

Factor in the extensive range of styles and colours available and you have the ideal combination to create a stylish first impression.
Solid and secure, the Everest uPVC range of doors offers maximum protection and a maintenance free guarantee.

Every home deserves a door that makes you feel safe on the inside and looks super smart on the outside. Choose from Everest’s Essentials and Exclusives range of uPVC doors and you can be sure to make an entrance to be proud of and that’s easy on upkeep too.

Each door comes with a no rot, no flake, no fade guarantee, so all it needs to keep looking top notch is a regular wipe clean with a cloth.

So simple! And so safe too, as the doors also boast multi-point locking and laminated security glass endorsed by Secured by Design, the Official Police Security Initiative.

So, whether you fit a front door or back door you can feel comfortably safe in your home.

Gone are the days when uPVC doors were only available in white, now you can choose from a range of woodgrain-effect finishes and colours, including the ultra fashionable Anthracite Grey to create a look to complement your house.

For a top-notch finish opt for the Exclusives Premium Door and you can also enjoy the visually enhancing Smoothweld finish to give your home the look it deserves.

Simply genius!
Built to last and designed to look beautiful. It doesn’t get better than a bespoke timber door.

Nothing will give a home more hygge than a solidly built, custom-made timber front door from the Everest Amdega Collection. The warm woody tones will complement any existing stonework and brickwork to add a sophisticated finish to your home.

Enjoy the unrivalled beauty and eco-credentials of natural wood teamed with the latest Everest technological advancements in energy efficiency, security and timber preservation to create an entrance to your home you really can be proud of.
Aluminium not only looks smart but it is robust enough to withstand the harshest of the British winter weather without warping or rusting, ensuring your home is a draught free zone.

Its slender frame will add a lighter feel without any compromise to security, and with a range of smart monotone shades including Battleship Grey, Charcoal Grey, White and Black to choose from, it has never been easier to add a contemporary architectural statement to your home. And with Everest’s clever multi-point locking system and Secured by Design accreditation, you can really make a statement and feel safe and secure too.

Strong, slender and superbly stylish, what’s not to love about an aluminium door?
Add a wow factor with wonderful bi-fold doors in sleek aluminium and get ready to let the outside in

Bi-fold doors can totally transform a living space, making it lighter and brighter by enhancing the sense of space to create a stunning seamless link between inside and out that can be enjoyed all year round. And let’s face it, enjoying our gardens is as British as enjoying a nice cup of tea.

Bi-fold doors really are perfect for adding some British hygge to your home and by helping you feel part of your outside space, even when you are indoors. Slender aluminium frames are ideal for adding a dash of designer flair to create a contemporary space that you will love.
Classic or contemporary, any property can be enhanced with a set of bi-fold doors in sleek aluminium.

Aluminium is hugely versatile and can suit any property. Its sleek clean lines add contemporary flair to a modern building or period styling and charm to a traditional property.

To complete the look, aluminium Bi-fold doors can be teamed up with the new uPVC Flush Casement window in Smooth Anthracite, creating the ultimate contemporary style, that is both low maintenance and energy efficient.
Create the perfect portal onto your patio with a new set of double doors

Everest Patio Doors glide open easily to allow that summer breeze to float through in an instant. Choose the elegant aesthetic of French doors in traditional timber, modern aluminium or maintenance free uPVC in a range of colours.

They are Secured by Design too, so your home is beautifully protected, safe and secure when locked. Sliding doors are superbly space efficient and available in precision aluminium or uPVC. With their large double glazed, fully sealed panels you can enjoy the full view of the garden even in winter.
An Everest Conservatory can be pretty much anything you want it to be. In fact, it doesn’t even have to be a conservatory. It can be an orangery, or a glazed extension, or an extra room with a thermally enhanced roof.

With a carefully planned construction, some clever design features and a dash of creative ingenuity, it’s so easy to add an extra room to the house that is light and bright and has heaps of hygge too.

Just think of all the extra daylight that can flood into your home thanks to all that glass! And then there’s the additional space too. Whether you fancy a sociable place for dining, a garden room for relaxing or even a quiet yoga room, it’s never been easier to create an extension to your home that suits your individual lifestyle requirements down to a tee.
Built around you - give your home the stylish addition it deserves

The devil, they say, is in the detail and with a classic conservatory design from Everest, you can be sure that no stone has been left unturned when it comes to creating an additional room full of style and elegance. After all, it was the Victorians and Edwardians who made the conservatory such an appealing idea in the first place.

These days you can design your conservatory to be however you like, whether it’s with traditional timber, maintenance free uPVC or a modern aluminium frame, with either double or triple glazing.

Simply put, you get a space you will love, that enhances the style of your home and which is full of purpose too.

Adding aluminium bi-fold doors and a veranda roof will create a natural fusion between the garden and your living room.
You can create a space for eating or relaxing in, that is as traditional or as modern as you like, with a host of design details ranging from period style lantern roofs to contemporary bi-fold doors. Orange trees purely optional of course!

Enjoy breakfast in the morning sunshine and dine under the stars: a bespoke orangery design combines versatility with splendor and style.

You could say that the very notion of an orangery is a true embodiment of what hygge is all about.

After all, these luxurious indoor garden rooms were originally designed for the wealthy as a place for growing citrus fruits, fully protected from the harsh winter weather. These days you can add all the hygge warmth, sunlight and protection to your home with a modern design on this classic idea, and with plenty of style too.
Create a stylish extension from your home to the garden and enjoy the best of life indoors and out.

The best designs are those that are planned in exacting detail from the very beginning. Our extensive range of materials and styles, let you custom build your orangery to suit your existing home from the start, from country cottage to contemporary town house, from inside out.

With a choice of timber, uPVC, or aluminium you can be sure that the final result will be practical and pleasing to the eye, with any brickwork and colours well matched to complement the rest of your home. If you prefer a classic conservatory design but with the grandeur of the orangery style, then an Everest Contemporary Orangery is the solution. With classic style architectural detailing, such as deep decorative external cornicing and wide pilasters as optional add-ons, you will end up with an Orangery to be envied.
The seamless combination of a solid and glazed roof creates a room for all seasons and with the addition of aluminium bi-fold doors, you can expand your view and let the outside in.
Get the best of both worlds with Livin Roof, a hugely practical and superbly stylish thermally enhanced conservatory roof.

Fancy an extra space that has been designed to look like it’s always been part of your existing home, but with the light benefits of a glass construction? Then a Livin Roof is the answer. This hybrid design from Everest consists of a roof made from high performance PU board insulation interspersed with glass panels or skylights that can be positioned wherever you like. This means your new space will be beautifully light, bright and thermally efficient, whilst still allowing for plenty of options to add your own designer flair.

So, if you dream of a stunning new kitchen/entertaining space or a beautifully large living area with bi-fold doors that open onto the garden, it’s time to make those dreams a reality.
A lightweight tiled roof construction uses the latest in conservatory design to create a room for all seasons.

Create a magnificent open plan space that can be utilised throughout the year, with a lightweight tiled roof conservatory. This design creates more privacy, less glare and a fully plastered ceiling and interior, which allows you to cherry pick from a range of styling options that wouldn’t be possible with a glass roof design.

Why not add spotlights and downlighters to your lighting scheme, or a pendant chandelier perhaps? And not forgetting concealed wiring for audio equipment and the option for skylights too.

Whatever you choose, one thing is for sure, it will add plenty of hygge to your home all year round.
Conservatory design has come on leaps and bounds over the years and that’s why Everest offers its customers the option of updating an existing conservatory roof to enhance the overall performance and usability in the process. This means you can replace an old glass roof with a solid construction and create a room that can be enjoyed all year round.

Or upgrade with a new, thermally efficient, glass replacement roof and benefit not only from a brand new look but also reduced energy bills too. Now that’s definitely something worth taking pride in!

Off with the old and on with the new, upgrade your existing roof and reap the benefits.
Create a grand entrance with an Everest driveway

Spruce up the exterior of your property and give it the kerb appeal it deserves

Time spent improving the outside of your home will pay back dividends in more ways than one. Our homes are more than just metaphorical castles, they are very real fortresses that take the brunt of the worst of the harsh winter weather whilst we remain safe, secure, warm and cosy inside.

It makes sense to ensure the outside is looking beautifully spick and span, so why not give your property the TLC it deserves with Everest’s range of home improvement products.

From new garage doors and roofing products, to driveways, landscaping and security, Everest really have got it covered.
Sturdy, secure and stylish too, why not give your garage the Everest door it deserves

A fresh set of garage doors can completely transform the look of your home and add value in the process too. Wonderfully robust in design and with a huge variety of styles, adding a one piece door or a remote controlled sectional door that flawlessly blends in with the rest of your home, has never been easier. From modern steel to traditional timber and a range of colours to choose from, there is something to suit even the most eclectic of exteriors.
Give your garage the treatment it deserves with doors that are as aesthetically pleasing as they are easy to operate.

It’s the little things that can have the biggest impact on our homes, particularly when aspiring to achieve that all-important state of hygge. With Everest Garage Doors you can be sure that every tiny detail has been thought about. Which is why you can expect sturdy sustainable timber, low maintenance steel, simple to open mechanisms, smooth easy-glide remote control automatic operation and even a roller door design that offers maximum space efficiency for small garage interiors.

In other words, when it comes quality, style and design, with Everest it’s an open and shut case.
Design a driveway that gets everyone’s wag of approval

Add a sense of drama with a driveway that speaks volumes about how much pride you take in your home. Create a wonderful welcome with a design that is not only fully bespoke to your property’s style, but also has the full seal of approval that comes with an Everest construction. After all, it’s not just about the looks, but about performance too. And a driveway has to be solidly built to ensure that it will still be an asset to your home in years to come.

That’s why Everest dig the foundations deeper so your driveway won’t shift over time or allow weeds to work their way to the surface. And of course, they offer a range of block styles and finishes so you can be sure that the masterpiece you create really is top dog.

Whether you choose a sweep, a curve or more formal straight lines, your Everest driveway will make a grand entrance.
Everyone loves a lawn, manicured to perfection and neatly trimmed ‘round the edges. But not everyone loves the year-round maintenance with the mower to ensure it stays in top condition. Which is why Everest has introduced Greener Grass, an amazing realistic alternative that is not only soft and non-abrasive but is eco-friendly too.

This means that when the sun comes out, all you have to do is get outdoors and enjoy it. So simple and so hygge!
Weatherproof your roof and reap the rewards

Take the hassle out of exterior home maintenance with Everest’s Roofline system and say goodbye to leaky gutters, rotting fascia boards and broken downpipes. Choose from a range of products all designed to make the upkeep for the outside of your home as pain free as possible and enhance the visual appeal too.

This means you can say goodbye to days spent up a ladder peeling off flaking paint, sanding back and repainting because the product range is made from maintenance free uPVC that’s strong enough to withstand even the most torrential of downpours and easy to keep clean and dirt free.

What’s more, with a choice of exterior shades to choose from, you can complement existing architectural features. There’s even a convincing cast iron effect; perfect for period properties.
Home improvements

Sleep easy with a security system that ensures complete peace of mind

An intruder alarm offers that extra level of reassurance for when things go bump in the night. With a security system from Everest, you can sleep soundly in the knowledge that you are benefiting from the latest technology and a system that is fully maintained and monitored with a link to the police, 24 hours a day 365 days a year.

And with a key code and handy key fob tag its effortlessly easy to use too. Sweet dreams!

Give your windows the treatment they deserve

It’s the little finishing touches that really make a house a home.

Which is why Everest have teamed up with Thomas Sanderson, to provide a range of curtains, blinds and shutters, all handcrafted and custom designed to fit, so you can add an extra touch of class and luxury to your interior and make it a space to feel proud of.
Let Everest give your home the quality it deserves

Nothing speaks louder than quality and with an Everest product you can be sure it will deliver exactly what it promises. That’s because Everest have over 50 years experience of providing the best in technology, aesthetics, craftsmanship, and of course, value.

Whether you want a draught proof window, a smart-as-a-button new front door or a home security system, Everest products have been endorsed by industries across the board from British Standards to Secured by Design.

So, you can be confident you really are fitting the best.

Chat face to face.
Just call 0808 273 4322 to arrange a convenient time for one of our consultants to visit you.

Browse some more.
If you want to read more about Everest’s market-leading products and service, please visit everest.co.uk

You can’t pay less. Guaranteed!!
Everest’s 7 Day Price Promise is your safety net.
It’s your guarantee that we mean what we say when we promise you can’t get better value.

Everest Home Solutions
We want the best to be in the reach of everyone. So, to make it more manageable we offer flexible funding. With at least a 10% deposit, you’re on your way. Your consultant can tell you more about this.